Your rental comes with our standard wedding lighting setup. That is everything you will need for a great
evening in the Pavilion. It includes a white and a blue wash over the entire stage, multi-colored dance
floor lighting, blue lights on the columns, field lighting, and a onsite staff member to operate the system.
Your rental also includes lighting customized to your specific layout to accent the special areas of your
wedding . These areas include, buffets, bars, cake table, gift table, sweetheart table, photobooths, DJs,
and musicians.
Additional Colors—Add up to 2 additional colors of your choice to the overall stage wash. Can
be used to replace or compliment our standard wash of white and blue.
Additional colors available for $150 per color.

Hang Fabric/Sheer Drape - We will hang fabric sheers from the stage ceiling. Festival Park has
(4) white sheer panels available for rent or supply your own for your perfect look. Maximum of (8)
30ft sheer panels. All fabric must be fire retardant and meet NFPA 701 standards.
$150 to hang fabric provided by the renter. $200 to hang the Park’s fabric.
$400 to hang the Park’s fabric backlit with string lights

Hang Strung Lights– We will hang strung lighting from the ceiling of the stage . The lights will
be fully controllable by the onsite lighting engineer during your reception. The renter may
provide the string lights or rent ours. Minimum of 200 feet of string lights. 300+ feet
recommended.
$200 to hang lights provided by the renter, $300 to hang the Park’s lights (your choice of string
or café lights)
Gobos- A gobo is a stencil for light that allows for a static image to be cast on the floor, walls,
or tables. Select from the Parks catalog or provide your own custom gobo. We will be happy to
help direct you to where you can have a gobo made as well as which size gobo you will need.
Available in the color of your choice.
$25 per gobo fixture
Hang Chandelier – We will hang a chandelier in a location and height of your choosing. Powered
chandeliers will be fully controllable by the lighting engineer. Renter must provide the
chandeliers.
$50 per unpowered chandelier / $75 per powered chandelier.
Structural Up Lighting—Lighting from the ground pointing upward. Can be used to accent
walls and columns in and around the pavilion stage. Available in the location and color of your
choice.
$200 includes 8 lights. Additional lights can be added for $25 a piece.
Accent Lighting Trees and Shrubs– We can uplight trees around the Pavilion or the shrubs
along the water in your choice of color. This adds a unique feeling to the grounds around the
stage when the sun goes down. Available in your choice of color.
$200 includes 8 lights . Additional lights $25 a piece.
Traveling Curtains— Traveling curtains can be installed at the front or rear of the stage. They
can be opened and closed at your request. We have them available in Black and Navy.
$200 for front or rear curtains. $300 for both front and rear.

